Dear Lt. Gov. Duncan,

Many of us were in the gallery when you gave you farewell speech last night on Sine Die where you stressed your belief in “policy over politics”. We were there to see the vote on SB89, the election integrity bill that was awaiting confirmation of House changes. The bill that was carried by the Senate President Pro Tempore was supported by:

- The Republican Senate Majority;
- The Republican House Majority;
- The Speaker of the House;
- The Governor’s Senate Floor Leader;
- Our 20,000 election integrity supporters;
- Dozens more who streamed into your office on Sine Die requesting a vote on the bill.

What we witnessed in those last three hours of Sine Die was your “politics over policy”, exactly opposite of what you claim to believe. You used a variety of tactics to prevent a vote on SB89, which contained critical election integrity and transparency policy measures your majority party leaders worked hard to craft such as unsealing ballots. Your actions prevent Georgians from being able to verify electronic voting results and detect counterfeit ballots in future elections.

During the past year our organization has published overwhelming evidence of fraud, errors, and irregularities in the 2020 election. We have shown meticulous, irrefutable factual details of roughly a dozen different irregularities that involve more votes than the margin of victory in the Presidential race and the margin of runoff in one U.S. Senate race. During the last two months, we even hand delivered much of the evidence directly to your office and attempted to meet with your legal counsel when it became obvious that you don’t read your Email.

Despite all our efforts and a stream of additional evidence that continues to be produced from other sources, you still deny the reality of the massive, election irregularities we have proven. But the House and Senate members of your own party know the truth. The Senators were prepared to vote nearly unanimously for SB89 just as the House members did. Instead, you let your vitriolic hatred of former President Donald Trump drive you into a “politics over policy” decision that prevents Georgians from ensuring we can have an honest 2022 elections.

Former President Trump simply wanted the truth that was uncovered by the Senate Judiciary subcommittee in December, 2020 to be exposed. We have proven how your own sub-committee, which collected massive evidence of election irregularities was correct in its report on the 2020 election. Your actions on Sine Die were a concerted effort to cover-up the truth and will forever brand you as the ultimate hypocrite who puts “politics over policy”.

Your subversive actions on Sine Die can best be understood by how you were selected for office, not elected. You "won" the 2020 Republican Primary as a mostly unknown after millions of dollars of out of state “dark money” was spent on your behalf to disparage the odds-on favorite David Shafer with mostly false attack ads. You then "won" the general election with the help of the largest unexplained undervote in electronic voting history, costing your opponent, Sarah Riggs Amico 20,000 votes or more. Affidavits indicated the most likely explanation for that undervote was how the voting system randomly non-displayed the Lt. Gov.’s race in heavy minority precincts. The system was cleverly programmed to always display the race correctly from a Summary screen.

It is obvious that Gov. Kemp pre-approved your Sine Die actions given your friendship with him. We explained to his staff he would get much credit for election integrity improvements with the passage of SB89. But now he will bear the brunt of complaints for you blocking a bill that Republicans unanimously wanted for their constituents.

Sincerely,
Garland Favorito
garlandf@VoterGA.org